Alpina XIMO Bike Helmet firefighter
Product price:

29,95 € tax included
Product attributes:
Helmet size: 45 - 49 cm, 47 - 51 cm, 49 - 54 cm
Helmet Color: rot
Helmets: Youth

Product description:
Alpina XIMO Bike Helmet
Best possible protection for the smallest heads: that’s what the Ximo Flash from Alpina provides.
The children's helmet provides a multitude of detailed solutions, all geared towards one goal:
maximum safety with maximum comfort. For a perfect fit, the Run System Classic Slide, which can
be adapted to the head in three dimensions, ensures a high degree of comfort and protection. The
low weight is due to the inmold production where the upper shell is thermally connected with the HiEPS. This results in a solid surface connection, which is responsible for a very sturdy design. In
addition, the edges are finished with the polycarbonate Edge Protect shell. The outer shell is
designed with exclusive designs - just like the removable, washable inner padding. The air vents
are strategically positioned to keep the sun’s rays away from the head while simultaneously
ensuring excellent ventilation. The rear of the bicycle helmet is designed to be flat, increasing
comfort when sitting in the child seat or trailer. The Multi-Fit Light, which can be retrofitted, ensures
high visibility at dusk or at night.
Reflectors Reflective elements ensure increased visibility at dusk or at night Fly net Mesh in the
front ventilation openings keep insects away from your head Ceramic Shell Durable outer shell
thanks to the 3 shell construction Ergomatic Easy-to-operate belt buckle with twist-proof, multistage automatic lock Hi-EPS Optimum impact absorption thanks to Hi-EPS material made from
microscopic little air chambers Inmold Low weight thanks to the inmold production where the
upper shell is thermally connected with the Hi-EPS Y-Clip Adjustable straps by ears Airflow
Venting Strategically arranged ventilation openings guarantee ideal air flow in the interior Run
System Classic Slide The Run System Classic Slide allows for a three-dimensional adjustment to
your head
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